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A decade ago, entrepreneurs Rogerio 
Salume and Anselmo Endlich set out on a 
mission to make wine more approachable. 
Rogerio and Anselmo  wanted to change the 
stereotype in Brazil that wine was only for the 
affluent, an expensive libation best suited for 
the rich and glamorous. He launched Wine 
Station, delivering to shoppers in Vitória who 
placed orders by phone. With sales growing 
and his idea proved out, Rogerio and 
Anselmo conceived of a new wine business, 
an online destination that would combine 
the best wine selections with helpful guides 
on selecting and pairing wines with locally 
sourced dishes. Wine.com.br was born.

Company at a Glance:

Name: Wine.com.br.

Industry: Internet Retailer 

Year Founded: 2008

Headquarters: Espirito Santo, 
Brazil 
 
URL: www.wine.com.br 

Employees: 350

Customers: 200,000

Enterprise Client

Wine.com.br, based in Brazil, is the third largest e-commerce wine store in the world, 
with more than 200,000 active customers and annual sales of US$58-million in 2013. 
Today, the company maintains the largest wine club in Latin America, ClubeW, and 
has expanded its operations to include a specialty craft beer club, Have a Nice Beer 
(Brazil is the world’s third largest maker of beer), and has future designs on the online 
coffee bean market.

Business Problem

In selecting an ecommerce platform to power the new venture, Wine.com.br had 
several challenges to address. The platform had to be flexible to meet any integration 
challenge thrown at it, as this would allow Wine.com.br to future-proof itself in a highly 
competitive marketplace. The platform also had to utilize open source technologies, 
since the company’s developers already had extensive knowledge of the most popular 
projects. And it had to scale. The company’s early success showed that there was a 
big appetite in Brazil for beverage sales, so the ecommerce platform had to handle the 
extra load as the company grew market share and inched closer to its goal of making 
wine approachable to the everyday person. Lastly, a desired attribute wasn’t technical 
at all: Company culture. Although Wine.com.br was still a relatively young company, it 
had adopted a culture of innovation and any ecommerce vendor needed to share that 
growth mindset.

“It was clear who we were going to go with early on,” said Jorge Tung, Chief Technology 
Officer, Wine.com.br. “Elastic Path is very open, very flexible and it aligned with our 
mindset. We both use similar technologies and similar development processes, such 
as Continuous Integration, testing, Agile, and Java software,” said Tung. “We share the 
same principles at a company level. We like to be agile and the Elastic Path platform 
helps us to be agile.”

http://www.coastal.com
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The Solution

Wine.com.br deployed Elastic Path Commerce, including catalog management, merchandising capability, promotions, a 
dynamic pricing engine, as well as faceted search and browsing so shoppers can narrow down their wine search based on 
growing region, vintage, or varietal. 

Once an order comes in via the Elastic Path platform, the Wine.com.br fulfillment system ships orders to customers in 
approximately 4 days, and in some cases that drops to next day for Brazil’s biggest cities such as São Paulo.

A key part of Wine.com.br’s success has been its first-mover advantage. By launching Elastic Path Commerce in just two 
months, it was one of the early entrants to the online wine market, carving out a leadership position in Latin America. Its 
founders further hedged their bets by focusing significant resources fine-tuning the operational side of the business, creating 
a world-class distribution facility to meet demand, and ensuring tight integration between Elastic Path Commerce, fulfillment 
and order management, and call center operations.

“We like to be innovators in our business and the Elastic Path platform 
allows us to do that. We like to be fast, and the platform enables us to be 
very fast.”  
 

— Jorge Tung, CTO, Wine.com.br.
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Key Features

• Elastic Path Commerce
• Elastic Path Core Commerce Solutions
• Elastic Path product information module by Core Commerce Solutions
• Elastic Path Ecommerce Success Center (ESC)
• Flight by Twitter JS framework .
• Recurring subscription ecommerce model

Results

Since launching on Elastic Path in November 2008, Wine.com.br has seen sales skyrocket. By 2013, annual sales reached 
US$58.3-million, and key performance indicators exceed expectations. Wine.com.br’s site conversion rate is 7% — far above 
the average of 1% for most Internet retailers — and the average order value is a healthy $110.

About half of sales are derived from subscriptions to ClubeW, the company’s latest innovation. In ecommerce parlance, 
ClubeW is the company’s program to generate recurring revenue on a subscription model. But to its target audience, ClubeW 
is simply the best way to buy wine. ClubeW members elect to receive either 2  bottle per month, a few bottles per month at 
a special discount, or a premium selection of wines of limited production from noble vineyards. Each wine is painstakingly 
selected by a team of Wine Hunters (one lives in France), and shipped along with a glossy magazine that captures the 
sommeliers’ insight into each selection, the growing region, and food pairing recommendations (yes, recipes are included). It’s 
like having your own personal sommelier come over to your house every month. The service has been a smashing success.

“60% percent of our customers subscribe to the wine club, and they come back every month,” says Tung. “It’s been a key 
piece of our strategy and a key piece of our customer experience.” 

Wine.com.br has innovated in other ways, too. It created and patented a special delivery box, called the WineBox. But most 
of its innovation to date has occurred online. Wine.com.br recently launched a new mobile website using a best-of-breed 
custom framework utilizing Twitter’s Flight JavaScript framework and connected to Elastic Path Commerce, creating a mobile 
experience that’s on par with the world’s best. Mobile usage on Wine.com.br now accounts for a 16% of site traffic.



Read the Article >
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About Elastic Path™

Elastic Path empowers people to create value from innovative digital experiences. Our software seamlessly adds omnichannel 
ecommerce, subscriptions, and enhanced connectivity to digital engagement platforms from Adobe®, OpenText®, and others 
– enabling companies to deliver a complete customer experience that maximizes engagement and conversion. Every year, we 
generate billions of dollars in digital revenue for the world’s best brands, including Virgin Media, LVMH, Time Inc., Pearson, 
and Avis. 

Elastic Path Software Inc.   |   300-455 Granville St., Vancouver, BC Canada V6C 1T1
TEL: +1.604.408.8078  |   FAX: +1.604.408.8079   |   elasticpath.com  

© Copyright 2014, Elastic Path Software Inc. All rights reserved. Elastic Path®, Get Elastic™, and the Elastic Path logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Elastic Path Software Inc. All other trademarks 
are the property of their respective owners.

A Brazilian wine e-retailer toasts
a 90% growth rate in web sales

The Future

For 2015 and beyond, Wine.com.br is planning to more tightly integrate commerce and content, offering customers an in-
context buying experience within magazines, video, and other rich media. By marrying commerce and content, Wine.com.br 
envisions a wine buying experience that leverages storytelling and editorial content to entice wine shoppers to engage more 
freely and hopefully help shoppers lose their fear of selecting the wrong wine for a given occasion.

“What we’re planning is to improve the customer experience, and to give shoppers that immersive experience and the 
feeling that they are supported and that wine is not that complex,” Tung said.” We want to give them more confident to 
choose a wine and to join the wine club. In order to achieve that, we definitely need a CMS to deliver the right content to 
the right customer at the right moment. It also needs to be tightly integrated, because our customers have a lot of touch 
points with the wine.”

“Wine.com.br, No. 46 in the Internet Retailer 2014 Latin America 
500, has been selling wine online in Brazil since 2008. Its web sales 
grew 89.1% to $111.03 million in 2014 from $58.7 million in 2013.”

- Mark Brohan, Internet Retailer Research Director

https://www.internetretailer.com/2015/06/19/brazilian-wine-e-retailer-toasts-90-growth-rate-web-sale
http://www.elasticpath.com

